The meeting point for the bus pickup and drop-off is behind Lincoln Center at Amsterdam Avenue between 64th and 65th Streets, indicated with a star in the below map. The bus driver’s side window will display a sign for the Fisher Center. We encourage you to arrive at least 30 minutes before scheduled departure. Our bus ambassador will be at the meeting point with a sign. **Please make every effort to be on time, as we are unable to hold the bus for latecomers.**

Public Transportation to our meeting point:

**Subway:** Take the 1 train to 66th St - Lincoln Center and walk west on 66th Street to Amsterdam Ave, turning left towards 65th Street. – OR – Take the A, B, C, or D train to 59th St. - Columbus Circle. Walk northwest on Broadway. Turn left on 65th Street and walk one block to Amsterdam. Turn left on Amsterdam.

**Bus:** Route M11 has a stop at Amsterdam & West 65th, and Route M66 has a stop at Broadway & West 66th or Amsterdam and West 66th. Routes M5, M7, and M104 also make stops at the intersection of Broadway, Columbus, and West 66th Street. **Be sure to board the correct bus—there may be other buses parked in this general area.**

**Dining at SummerScape**

**Spiegeltent:** This magical tent of mirrors is the SummerScape festival's oasis, a place to enjoy food and drink before and after performances. View our dining calendar and menus on our website at [fishercenter.bard.edu/visit/eatstay](http://fishercenter.bard.edu/visit/eatstay), and make a reservation at opentable.com.

**Spiegel Picnics:** Spiegel Picnics are the perfect way to enjoy our spectacular Hudson Valley setting. Picnic pickup is available at the Spiegeltent beginning at 6 pm, Thursday - Saturday with some exceptions, and at 12pm on Sundays, July 8th and 29th, and August 5th. Place your orders at [fishercenter.bard.edu/visit/eatstay](http://fishercenter.bard.edu/visit/eatstay) or call the Box Office at 845-758-7900.